
Sweetheart 621 

Chapter 621: she called him “hubby” so intimately 

 

if she didn’t go back now, she would definitely end up in a very miserable state … 

seven days and seven nights, that was only half a month ago. 

lu yajing refused to let her go. ” cousin, didn’t you already resign? ” what else could be important? 

what’s the big deal with staying for an hour?” 

the other students also chimed in and tried to persuade him to stay. 

with such an elite in her class, everyone wanted to get closer to her and did not want her to leave too 

early. 

luo chenxi frowned and explained, ” “my husband is still waiting for me upstairs! i only went to the 

pharmacy downstairs to buy some medicine, but i didn’t expect to be delayed for so long. if i don’t go 

back now, my husband will be unhappy.” 

hearing this, everyone present was stunned. 

xu yongan’s face stiffened. 

she could not help but recall the car that picked luo chenxi up at the entrance of the lu family’s villa last 

night, and … the man whose face could not be seen clearly in the car. 
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it was his second time hearing luo chenxi mention her ‘husband’. 

even though he did not think that a man with such an obviously powerful aura would marry luo chenxi, 

it was undeniable that luo chenxi had an intimate relationship with him. 

they must have stayed in the hotel together last night, right? 

lu yajing’s eyes rolled, and she understood. 

“oh, right! is your husband the one who came to pick you up yesterday? i thought … hehe, i didn’t 

expect you two to be married.” 

she said that on purpose. 

everyone’s gazes immediately became somewhat complicated. 

lu yajing had mentioned before that luo chenxi was now a sugar baby of a rich old man. 

however, due to the fact that luo chenxi had exposed her identity as a senior designer from SL holdings 

and slapped lu yajing in the face, everyone had overlooked the matter and tacitly acknowledged that lu 

yajing was the one who had started the rumor. 



now that she thought about it, being a designer and being a kept woman didn’t seem to be 

contradictory. 

lu yajing took the opportunity to say,”cousin, since your husband is here, why don’t you ask him to join 

us for dinner?” anyway, a lot of people have brought their family members here today, so it doesn’t 

matter!” 

luo chenxi shook her head in refusal instinctively. ” it’s alright. he’s busy with work and doesn’t have 

much time. i think i’d better go upstairs to accompany him. ” 

if anyone were to find out that her husband was actually the nation’s husband, mu yichen! 

then she would really be famous. 

he wondered how chaotic the scene would be. 

lu yajing almost burst out laughing. 

she knew it! 

it was impossible for luo chenxi to invite the old man who was qualified to be her father! 

he even called him “hubby” so intimately. if people saw the man’s true appearance, they would 

definitely be shocked! 

“it’s just dinner. it won’t take long. is your husband that busy?” lu yajing tried to persuade her. you don’t 

even have time to have a meal with your wife?” 

lu yajing tried to persuade luo chenxi repeatedly, but luo chenxi refused with an indifferent expression. 

this allowed the students to further confirm their speculations. 

if it were not for the fact that this so-called ‘husband’ of hers could not be seen in public, why would luo 

chenxi have rejected him so firmly when lu yajing had already invited her so graciously? 

wasn’t it because he was afraid of embarrassing himself? 

luo chenxi appeared to be in an even more miserable state, especially when lu yajing had an outstanding 

boyfriend like xu yongan. 

” she’s such a good girl, and she’s so talented. why is she so depraved? ” 

even teacher meng could not help shaking her head. she wanted to find time to persuade luo chenxi. 

at this moment, there was a scream at the entrance of the restaurant. 

Chapter 622: young master mu has secretly married and given birth to a daughter. this … this can’t be 

true, right? 

 

“heavens! what … what did i just see?! the nation’s husband, mu yichen!” 

“it really is young master mu! young master mu actually appeared here!” 



the name ‘mu yichen’ was too eye-catching. 

upon hearing that, the crowd could not be bothered with luo chenxi anymore. they turned their heads 

and looked toward the door subconsciously. 

a tall figure slowly walked in from the restaurant’s entrance. his handsome face seemed to be carefully 

carved by the heavens. 

although he was only wearing a simple casual shirt, he still exuded a noble and cold aura. 

everyone was stunned. 

after a while, the crowd came back to their senses and immediately burst into an uproar. 

“i’ll go! that’s right, this really was young master mu! he’s so, so, so handsome! he’s a hundred times 

more handsome than he looks on the magazine cover!” 
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“oh my god, this is what a male god is! i feel like i’ll get pregnant with just one look from him!” 

” i’m so lucky today to be able to see young master mu with my own eyes. this meal is so worth it! ” 

“why did young master mu come to B city? could it be that the mu family is going to open a branch in B 

city?” 

at this moment, someone noticed something and called out, ” “look, there’s a little girl in young master 

mu’s arms!” 

mu yichen held a pink and tender little dumpling in his right hand. 

the little girl was very beautiful, with a pair of big blinking eyes and an innocent expression on her face 

that could almost melt people. 

she was wearing a pink-blue princess dress, which was exquisite and chic, making her look like a little 

princess from a fairy tale. 

the little furball clutched mu yichen’s clothes tightly. its little head turned toward the crowd. it looked 

left and right as if it was looking for something. 

the crowd burst into another round of discussion. 

“who is that little girl? she’s too cute! could she be young master mu’s daughter?” 

“no way? this was impossible! how could young master mu be married? doesn’t he always have no 

scandals?” 

” but, i remember there was a piece of gossip on the internet saying that young master mu had secretly 

married and given birth to a daughter. this … could this be true? ” 

“you believe that? it’s obviously fabricated by those gossip magazines!” 

“but this little girl really looks like young master mu!” 



“that … that can also be the daughter of young master mu’s relative! anyway, i don’t believe that young 

master mu is married at such a young age. what kind of woman can be worthy of such a perfect man?” 

mu yichen turned a blind eye to the gazes and discussions around him. 

he turned around and said something to the waiter at the door. 

the waiter pointed at luo chenxi’s table. mu yichen turned around and walked straight over with the 

little dumpling in his arms. 

everyone looked at each other. 

they could not figure out why mu yichen was walking toward them. 

lu yajing immediately reacted, and her face was full of joy. she pushed xu yongan who was beside her. 

“yongan, young master mu is here. he must have seen you, right? didn’t you say last time that you met 

young master mu at a cocktail party in the capital?” 

xu yongan was stunned. but … but … i’m not that close to him.” 

although they said they knew each other, it was just a nice way of putting it. 

the truth was that even his father, who was the minister, had to deliberately curry favor with young 

master mu. as a junior, he had only followed his father and toasted young master mu. 

‘why did mu yichen come here to look for me?’ 

lu yajing said,”other than you, who else could possibly know young master mu?” if he’s not looking for 

you, who else can he be looking for?” 

xu yongan agreed. 

she quickly stood up and took the initiative to greet mu yichen. 

Chapter 623: please help me, get lost! 

 

xu yongan stopped a few steps away from mu yichen. 

he subconsciously tidied his clothes. 

even though he was about the same age as eldest young master mu, mu yichen’s status was much 

higher than his. 

even he, the son of the minister, couldn’t help but feel nervous. 

the distance between the two of them was getting closer and closer. 

xu yongan prepared himself mentally and was ready to speak. 

to his surprise, mu yichen did not even stop walking when he passed by him. he simply walked past him 

and continued to walk forward. 



xu yongan swallowed back all the words he had prepared. 

she widened her eyes and looked at mu yichen’s back with a dumbfounded expression. 
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did young master mu … not see him? 

however, how could he not notice it when he was standing there? 

when he saw mu yichen walking further and further away, he quickly called out,”young master mu!” 

mu yichen stopped in his tracks. he frowned and turned his head to the side to look at him. 

xu yongan quickly ran over with a fawning smile on his face. ” young master mu, i didn’t expect to see 

you in B city. my dad has been talking about you ever since we met in beijing! i wonder if you’re here to 

discuss business?” 

all the customers in the chinese restaurant looked at them. 

xu yongan was a little nervous, but he was more happy than nervous. 

lu yajing was so excited that she almost fainted. 

her boyfriend could actually have a relationship with young master mu and speak to him. how much 

face did he have? 

xu yongan stretched out his right hand in an attempt to shake mu yichen’s hand. 

unexpectedly, not only did mu yichen not take it, but he frowned instead. his thin lips parted slightly and 

he spat out a few words, ” “who are you?” 

“ah …?” 

xu yongan was completely dumbfounded. 

“young … young master mu, you don’t know who i am?” 

then why was he walking towards them? 

mu yichen squinted his eyes and suddenly said,”oh, i think i have some impression …” 

wasn’t this guy the toad that was talking to his little woman at the entrance of the villa last night? 

this was really a narrow road for enemies. he hadn’t had time to find someone to investigate him, and 

this toad had delivered itself to his door. 

young master mu’s eyes were so cold that xu yongan shivered subconsciously. 

he did not know why, but he suddenly felt a chill down his spine. 

xu yongan suppressed his fear and introduced himself. ” “young master mu, do you remember now? 

“my father is the minister of transportation, xu zhenghua. he brought me to a cocktail party in beijing 

last time …” 



“so you’re minister xu’s son …” 

mu yichen curled his lips coldly. 

very good, the toad was very tactful. it even introduced itself, saving him some effort. 

xu yongan thought that he had recognized him. he was secretly relieved and smiled, ” ” yes, my name is 

xu yongan, young master mu. i grew up in mayor B, so i know the situation here very well. whether you 

want to visit or talk about business, i can help you. ” if there’s anything you need, just let me know.” 

mu yichen’s gaze turned even colder. 

he grew up in the mayor of B city. 

this little woman’s childhood sweetheart? 

as soon as he thought about how his little woman might have known this toad when she was the same 

age as xiao tuanzi, young master mu’s heart was filled with anger. 

“i really do need your help,” he sneered. 

“please give me your orders,” xu yongan hurriedly said. 

“please help me. get lost!” 

Chapter 624: this time … she’s really going to die! 

 

xu yongan was stunned. 

for a moment, she couldn’t react. 

“what … what …” 

“i’m here because i have something to do. you blocked my way for no reason and even said a lot of 

nonsense. how much time have you wasted? do you know how much i’m worth in a minute?” mu 

yichen’s tone was as cold as it could get. 

xu yongan’s face turned red instantly, and his head almost reached his chest. 

this was really … too embarrassing! 

he had said a lot of things and was still feeling smug because he thought that mu yichen was really here 

to look for him. 

in the end, she didn’t even know him! 

even after he introduced himself as minister xu’s son, he still didn’t take him seriously and even said that 

he was blocking the way! 
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the smug smile on lu yajing’s face froze. 



her classmates were originally looking at her and xu yongan with envious eyes, but now, they were 

laughing at them. 

“this … isn’t this too awkward? i really thought that third young master xu and first young master mu 

knew each other! in the end … it turned out like this?” 

“how can the xu family be compared to the mu family? the mu family has the final say in china and can 

even manipulate the outcome of the presidential election. the xu family only has a minister, there’s no 

comparison at all, okay?” 

“sigh, i thought that the xu family was already the most powerful family and that lu yajing was amazing 

to have such a boyfriend, but now it seems that there is always a higher mountain! there’s also a 

difference in power among the wealthy families.” 

everyone was discussing in low voices. 

all of a sudden, the little dumpling in mu yichen’s arms writhed impatiently. she tugged at his sleeve and 

pouted her little mouth. 

“daddi, ignore this stinky uncle. he’s so annoying, so annoying! let’s hurry over!” 

xu yongan was embarrassed. 

the others were also shocked as they looked at the little dumpling. 

no one expected the little dumpling to call mu yichen ‘daddi’! 

moreover, mu yichen even patted her little head with a gentle expression. ” i know. i’ll bring you over 

now. ” 

the little ball kicked its short legs and urged, ” “hurry up, hurry up!” 

the onlookers felt that their brains were about to stop working. 

this little girl was really young master mu’s daughter! 

she was not the daughter of a relative that everyone had guessed! 

the nation’s husband actually had a daughter. then … were the rumors about his secret marriage true? 

before they could come up with an explanation, mu yichen had already taken a step forward once again 

and walked toward luo chenxi’s table. 

moreover, he reached the table very quickly. 

this time, everyone could no longer sit still. 

young master mu really came over! 

but he was not looking for xu yongan. 

then who was he looking for? 

who else here had the right to have any kind of friendship with the high and mighty young master mu? 



mu yichen stood still by the table. he raised his chin and spoke in an unpleasant tone,”stupid woman, 

why are you still in a daze?” 

luo chenxi was sitting in the crowd. cold sweat was breaking out on her forehead. 

we’re finished, we’re finished! 

mu yichen had actually come over. moreover, he had brought the little dumpling with him! 

just by looking at the expression on the tsundere guy’s face, she knew that this man must be very angry. 

otherwise, he wouldn’t have vented his anger on xu yongan just now. 

this time … she was really going to die! 

he suddenly felt pain in his waist and his legs went soft. what was going on? 

mu yichen was even angrier when he saw that she was not saying anything. tell me, what did you 

promise me in the car, huh?” 

Chapter 625: the man behind luo chenxi … is the nation’s husband, mu yichen! 

 

the students present still couldn’t react. 

who was young master mu talking to? 

moreover, this tone … was a little too strange, right? 

on the surface, he seemed to dislike it, but there was also an indescribable sense of intimacy. 

it didn’t seem like he was chatting with an ordinary friend, but more like … he was having an argument 

with a lover? 

just as everyone was confused, a weak voice was heard. 

“that … i … i didn’t do it on purpose … how would i know that i would run into my middle school 

classmates on the way? they just happened to be having a gathering here, and today is the 60th 

birthday of teacher meng, who took care of me the most in middle school! do you think i’d be 

embarrassed not to come in such a situation?” 

luo chenxi blinked her big eyes in an extremely obedient manner. 

history had taught her that if she didn’t want to be tied to the bed for seven days and seven nights, 

acting cute was the best solution. 
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mu yichen cast her a sidelong glance but did not say anything. 

luo chenxi hastily added,’besides, i’ve also asked someone to bring the medicine upstairs. he also told 

her that i’m going to the class reunion. didn’t the waiter tell you?” 

mu yichen could not hold it in anymore when he heard this. 



“you still have the nerve to say that? you said you’d be upstairs in half an hour, but what about now? 

what time is it already?” 

“have you forgotten that tang tang’s leg is injured? she’s been waiting for you to go upstairs to 

accompany her. you’re only concerned about the class reunion?” 

young master mu scolded his little wife. 

there was something else that he didn’t say out loud,”why did you have to eat with a toad instead of 

your husband?” what a disgrace! 

luo chenxi was sweating. 

it felt so embarrassing. what should i do? 

mu yichen had had enough. even though she was indeed in the wrong, was there a need for him to 

reprimand her in front of so many outsiders? 

did she not want her face? 

at the thought of this, she raised her head. ” hubby, i know i’m in the wrong. i’ll go upstairs with you 

now. let’s talk when we get back! ” 

she quickly got up. 

the moment she said the word ‘hubby’, it was like a bomb had exploded in the crowd! 

the students around them were originally stunned by the conversation between the two of them. at this 

moment, they instantly came back to their senses! 

“damn it … what did luo chenxi say? hubby? who is she calling hubby?” 

“it can’t really be … it really is young master mu, right? how could she call young master mu her 

husband?” 

“what the hell, what’s going on? ‘is luo chenxi’s husband young master mu?’ i must be dreaming, right? 

hurry up and pinch me … f * ck! it hurts!” 

everyone’s jaws almost dropped to the ground. 

all of them were at a loss for words as they stared at luo chenxi in disbelief. 

just a few minutes ago, they were still speculating that luo chenxi’s so-called ‘husband’ was an old man 

who provided for her. even though the other party was rich, he must be fat and disgusting. 

but now? 

the reality could simply scare people to death! 

the man behind luo chenxi was … the nation’s husband, mu yichen! 

she was actually dating the number one male god in the hearts of all the women in the country, young 

master mu? 



however, what shocked them was yet to come. 

the little dumpling in mu yichen’s arms could not hold it in anymore. she kept wriggling around in her 

father’s arms. 

the little dumpling pounced into luo chenxi’s arms at once when she saw her approaching. 

he wrapped his arms around her neck and puffed up his toot little face. he pouted his pink lips and 

rubbed them against her face. ” wu wu wu, don’t you want tang tang anymore? ” tang tang’s leg hurts!” 

Chapter 626: one look and you can tell that they are biological mother and daughter! 

 

the little dumpling spoke pitifully. she raised one of her legs and pointed at the red and swollen part for 

luo chenxi to see. 

in fact, xiao tuanzi’s wound was very small. the bleeding had stopped long ago, but it was just a little 

swollen. 

luo chenxi lowered her head and took a glance. the corners of her lips twitched. 

‘is mu yichen treating the red potion as bathwater?’ he actually applied such a big piece! 

it looked even scarier than the wound itself! 

this father of his … was really unreliable. 

luo chenxi hugged the little dumpling tightly and kissed her on the cheek. ” tang tang, you’re such a 

good girl. you didn’t cry. have you eaten the plum blossom cake i bought for you? ” 

the little dumpling pouted. ” i don’t want to eat. ” 

“didn’t you say you wanted to eat plum flower cake yesterday?” 
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when luo chenxi finished speaking, she could not help but laugh when she saw the little dumpling lifting 

her little chin with the same arrogant expression as mu yichen. 

“then let’s go upstairs and i’ll feed you, okay?” 

the little dumpling pouted. ” tang tang has grown up. don’t feed her! ” 

“tang tang isn’t big enough yet. sometimes, your daddi still needs me to feed him …” 

“luo chenxi!” 

mu yichen gritted his teeth and interrupted her. 

luo chenxi stuck out her tongue and stopped talking. 

the others were completely speechless as they watched the intimate interaction between the family of 

three. 



the current scene was too unbelievable. 

the little dumpling called mu yichen ‘daddy’ and he looked so similar to luo chenxi. it was obvious that 

they were biological mother and daughter at first glance! 

could it be that the gossip about mu yichen’s secret marriage and birth of a daughter was true? 

moreover, the lucky person who could make all the women in the country jealous to death was luo 

chenxi! 

their child was already so big! 

lu yajing’s eyes widened. in the end, her vision turned black and she almost fainted on the spot. 

it turned out that the ‘husband’ that luo chenxi mentioned was her husband! 

she was not only dating mu yichen, but they were also married and had a daughter! 

compared to the mu family, xu yongan’s family background was not worth mentioning at all. 

at the thought of how she was showing off her boyfriend in front of luo chenxi earlier and even ridiculed 

luo chenxi for being a mistress of an old man, she wished she could dig a hole and hide in it! 

luo chenxi did not notice lu yajing’s ghastly pale face. 

she carried the little dumpling in her arms and followed mu yichen as she prepared to leave. 

at that moment, the hotel’s general manager ran in from the entrance and went straight for mu yichen. 

as he wiped his sweat, he bowed. ” young master mu, mrs. mu, why did the two of you come to the 

dining room? you didn’t tell me in advance so that i could have prepared it! what do you two want to 

eat? our hotel’s chinese food is quite famous. please tell me what you want!” 

mu yichen’s gaze swept across xu yongan’s face. 

” …for today’s old mr. meng’s birthday banquet, prepare four new tables of dishes according to the 

highest standards of your hotel. put it on my tab. consider it my wife’s treat. ” 

the people present were shocked when they heard this. 

it was a banquet of the highest standard in a super five-star hotel. a table cost more than a hundred 

thousand yuan. the dishes that xu yongan had just offered were not even as expensive as the ones at 

mu yichen’s table. 

of course, this amount of money was nothing to young master mu. 

it was even more shocking that he addressed luo chenxi as his wife! 

they were really husband and wife! 

the last hope in lu yajing’s heart was shattered. 

she watched as luo chenxi carried her daughter in her arms and left side by side with mu yichen. her 

eyes were almost spitting fire! 



“dammit, how could this be? how could this little b * tch get young master mu? don’t be too happy just 

yet, young master mu … does he know what you did four years ago?” 

Chapter 627: now! tell me, how do you want to die later? 

 

luo chenxi carried the little dumpling in her arms as soon as she returned to the presidential suite on the 

top floor. 

“tang tang, where’s the plum flower cake? big sister will help you re-heat it, okay?” 

the little dumpling pouted. ” you were the one who insisted on giving me food! ” 

“yes, yes, yes, big sister must feed you! our tang tang has already grown up, stop feeding her. ” 

luo chenxi heaved a sigh of relief. she turned around and entered the kitchen. 

the kitchen attached to the presidential suite was fully equipped with all the kitchenware. 

luo chenxi placed the plum blossom cake into the frying pan and heated it up once again. 

as the sweet smell gradually drifted away, the little dumpling had already forgotten that it had just 

vowed that it didn’t want to eat. 

he followed closely behind luo chenxi and stared at the plum blossom cake in the frying pan. 
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she even stretched out her hand and tugged at the hems of luo chenxi’s skirt. ” big sister … ” 

“tang tang, don’t worry. it’ll be done soon.” 

luo chenxi placed the piping hot plum blossom cake on a plate and carried it out. she picked it up with 

her chopsticks and fed it to the little dumpling. 

the little dumpling took a bite, and a surprised expression appeared on its little face. ” it’s good! ” 

“big sister didn’t lie to you right? it’s really delicious!” 

“big sister …” 

the little dumpling called out. 

luo chenxi quickly fed her another mouthful. 

“big sister …” the little dumpling swallowed it and spoke again. 

luo chenxi would feed her a mouthful every time she called out to her. 

after the plum cake was finished, the little dumpling used his chubby little hand to grab a tissue and 

wiped his mouth. 

“big sister …” he said. 



it was only then that luo chenxi felt a little strange. ” tang tang, what’s wrong with you? why do you 

keep calling me? do you feel uncomfortable anywhere?” 

even when she switched places with luo chenxin, the little dumpling didn’t keep calling her that after 

she came back. 

what was going on today? 

the little dumpling pursed her lips and turned her head to look in mu yichen’s direction. 

then, she sneaked close to luo chenxi’s ear and whispered, ” big sister, tang tang wants to tell on you! 

daddi is so bad, he didn’t let tang tang call her big sister just now!” 

“what do you mean? you’re not allowed to call her big sister?” luo chenxi had a blank expression on her 

face. 

the little dumpling nodded her little head. ” plain! daddi said that if we call her big sister, she won’t 

come back with us …” 

luo chenxi was stunned. 

she suddenly remembered that when the little dumpling had pounced on her in the chinese restaurant, 

he really didn’t call her big sister! 

at that time, she had thought that the little dumpling was angry and deliberately did not call her. 

it turned out that it was mu yichen’s order. 

why did he … 

an idea struck luo chenxi. 

mu yichen was trying to mislead the others into thinking that she was the little dumpling’s biological 

mother! 

“big sister, daddi is a good or bad vegetarian!” the little dumpling was still complaining in her ear. 

luo chenxi scoffed, ” that’s right. he’s really bad! too hateful!” 

she had yet to accept mu yichen’s proposal, yet this man was already trying to promote her to a mother! 

he was really full of evil tricks and was too black-bellied! 

“what did you just say about me? do you think your husband is despicable?” 

suddenly, the man’s cold voice sounded behind her. 

luo chenxi shuddered and almost jumped up. 

i’ll go! 

when did this man get behind her? didn’t he make any sound when he walked? 



mu yichen’s eyes were dark and gloomy as he stared at the petite woman’s fair face.”how many family 

rules have you broken today? i haven’t punished you yet! you still dare to say i’m hateful? his crime was 

doubled! tell me, how do you want to die later?” 

luo chenxi wiped her cold sweat. ” can i … can i really choose? ” 

“of course.” mu yichen’s thin lips lifted slightly. ” i’m very particular about human rights. you can choose 

the top or bottom, front or back.” 

Chapter 628: the little dumpling’s personality of not being taken advantage of was exactly the same as 

when she was young! 

 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. ” what do you mean? what top and bottom …” 

halfway through her sentence, she suddenly reacted. 

her little face instantly flushed red. 

“you … you’re too dirty! his thoughts were too impure! tang tang is still here, you’re talking nonsense!” 

mu yichen curled his lips.’i’m dirty? how am i dirty? what do you think?” 

luo chenxi glared at him ferociously. 

the smile at the corners of mu yichen’s lips became even more devilish. which one do you choose? if you 

don’t choose, we’ll all try it …” 

he stared at the little woman’s blushing face, and his adam’s apple moved up and down. 

he subconsciously leaned closer … 
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“stinky daddi! big bad wolf! go away! you’re not allowed to bully big sister!” 

“what the …!” 

mu yichen suddenly cried out in pain. 

the little dumpling appeared out of nowhere and blocked luo chenxi’s path. she was still kicking him 

with her short little legs. 

she even puffed up her toot little face and glared at him fiercely. 

mu yichen almost could not catch his breath. 

just now, the little dumpling was still in his arms, crying and asking him to take her to find her elder 

sister. 

and now? 

he’s burning the bridge after crossing it? 



luo chenxi gave the little dumpling thirty-two likes in her heart! 

she picked up the little dumpling in one swift motion. ” mu yichen, you’re not allowed to lose your 

temper at your daughter! can’t you see that tang tang’s leg is still injured? you’re so fierce to her, and 

you even swore!” 

“that’s because it hurts! tang tang is so young and kicking people is so painful. she must have learned it 

from you!” 

mu yichen gritted his teeth in hatred. 

luo chenxi felt a little guilty, so she did not even look at him anymore. 

“where? i’m not as fierce as you say. i’m very gentle!” 

it was strange to say that the little dumpling’s personality of not being at a disadvantage was exactly the 

same as when she was young! 

she always had the illusion that the little dumpling was her biological child. 

luo chenxi carried the little dumpling and ran away swiftly. 

fortunately, she had the little amulet! 

otherwise, he would definitely be doomed today! 

mu yichen looked at the two figures that were dashing away. he gritted his teeth in secret.’stupid 

woman, do you think you’ll be fine with tangtang backing you up? just you wait!” 

the opportunity he was waiting for was about to arrive. 

the little furball had been jumping around all day and was tired. 

after eating the plum cake and a little porridge, she began to feel sleepy. 

she did not even listen to the bedtime story. her little head nodded and she fell asleep on luo chenxi’s 

shoulder. 

luo chenxi placed her on the bed carefully. 

she had just covered the little dumpling with the blanket when the man’s cold voice came from the 

door. 

” alright, tang tang is asleep. we … should settle the score properly! ” 

luo chenxi turned around abruptly with her eyes widened. 

she remembered that her bedroom door was locked from the inside. how did mu yichen manage to 

come in? 

this hotel was too unreliable! 

“m-mu yichen, calm down! as a man, you should be more broad-minded. you can’t make life difficult for 

others because of a small matter …” 



luo chenxi tried to explain herself cautiously as she moved toward the edge of the bed. 

mu yichen had already unbuttoned all the buttons on his chest. his shirt was half-draped over his 

shoulders, and the perfect lines of his chest muscles could be vaguely seen. 

luo chenxi swallowed her saliva in secret. she could not even shift her gaze away. 

she did not even notice when mu yichen had approached her. 

mu yichen propped one hand on the head of the bed and enveloped the petite woman beneath him. 

“you’ve violated the family rules and still refuse to change! was this a small matter? i have to teach you 

some rules!” 

he pinched luo chenxi’s chin and sealed her lips without giving her a chance to protest. 

Chapter 629: the safe is open! 

 

luo chenxi’s struggle was futile. she felt like crying but had no tears. 

family rules again! 

why was it that no matter what she did, she had to break the family rules! 

just when luo chenxi thought that she would not be able to escape for sure, the doorbell suddenly rang. 

her eyes suddenly lit up. 

who was it? he came at such a timely moment? 

she was simply his savior! 

she pushed the man on top of her hard. 

however, the big bad wolf was determined to eat the little white rabbit and was not moved at all. it still 

firmly refused to let go. its wolf claws even lifted the little white rabbit’s clothes and went down along 

her slender waist … 

boxn ov el. c o m 

but the people outside were also very persistent. 

the doorbell rang again and again, not stopping. 

“f * ck!” 

mu yichen could not help but curse softly. he rolled down from the little woman’s body. 

he walked to the door, but he didn’t open it. instead, he growled in a low voice, ” “who’s there? don’t 

you have eyes? didn’t you see the “do not disturb” sign at the entrance?” 

the doorbell suddenly stopped ringing. 



mu yichen took a deep breath. he was about to turn around and continue hugging his wife. 

suddenly, a weak voice came from outside, ” “big brother, i … i have eyes. however, i really have 

something urgent to do …” 

mu yichen stopped in his tracks, but he still did not open the door. 

” what exactly is the matter?! ” 

it’s that idiot mu yiling again! 

why was he always the one who ruined things? 

this kid couldn’t be doing this on purpose, right? 

mu yiling could tell that his brother’s tone was not friendly, so he was even more careful. ” that … the 

locksmith you asked someone to find has returned to the country. brother liang said that you were in a 

hurry and wanted to see him as soon as possible, so i brought him here. ” 

the door opened from the inside. 

mu yiling stuck his head out to take a look and noticed that mu yichen’s expression was cold. a shirt was 

hanging on his body as if he was about to take it off. he looked like he was about to do something bad. 

he immediately shivered. 

this time, it’s over! 

he seemed to have interrupted his brother and sister-in-law’s happy occasion! 

in the eyes of his big brother, this was an unforgivable crime! 

he had brought the locksmith here on purpose because he had offended his elder brother a few days 

ago. he wanted to seize the opportunity to curry favor with mu yichen. 

whoever knew that he had actually bumped into the muzzle of a gun again! 

“didn’t you bring the locksmith here? where is he?” 

mu yichen’s expression turned even more unpleasant when he saw tang wulin in a daze. he asked with a 

frown. 

mu yiling snapped back to his senses and quickly pulled the locksmith behind him over. ” that’s him! ms. 

lu’s safe is a model from more than 20 years ago, and it even uses triple encryption. ordinary locksmiths 

can’t open it, but this mr. qian is an ‘expert’, there’s no lock he can’t open.” 

“an expert?” mu yichen raised his eyebrows. 

the so-called ” expert ” in picking locks definitely had a complicated background. 

he stepped aside. ” come in. ” 

luo chenxi heard the commotion outside. she quickly tidied up her clothes and ran out of the bedroom. 



he smiled in surprise when he saw mu yiling. ” second young master, thank you so much. it’s already so 

late, and you even made a special trip to send the locksmith over. ” 

mu yiling’s face was bitter. ” … no need to thank me. it’s what i should do. ” 

if he had known that things would turn out like this, he wouldn’t have sent her here even if he was 

beaten to death! 

a group of people sat on the sofa and watched the locksmith deal with the safe. 

the locksmith’s skills were very skilled and his equipment was complete. 

small items that he had never heard of before appeared in his hands. after a series of meticulous 

operations, a light ” click ” suddenly came from the box. 

the safe had opened! 

Chapter 630: it’s not like i haven’t sold it before? 

 

luo chenxi and the rest surrounded him. 

the locksmith was very tactful. 

he took the initiative to step back. ” young master mu, if there’s nothing else, i’ll take my leave first. ” 

mu yichen nodded. ” yiling, send mr. qian out. ” remember to reward him properly.” 

in fact, mu yiling was more willing to stay and look at the things in the safe. 

however, he gave in decisively after mu yichen’s glance. 

he quickly left with his men. 

mu yichen then turned to the petite woman. ” open it and take a look. ” 

luo chenxi nodded and took a deep breath. she raised her hand to open the safe. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

the moment she opened the box, she was almost blinded by the dazzling jewelry inside. 

he was stunned for a few seconds before he came back to his senses. 

“this …! why does my mommy have so many pieces of jewelry? every piece is very expensive! this … this 

… even if you sell the entire lu family, you wouldn’t be able to afford any of these, right?” 

initially, luo chenxi did not have much knowledge about jewelry and jade. however, she had seen many 

good things after she married into the mu family. naturally, her judgment improved as well. 

the jewelry in lu wenjun’s safe was worth at least a few hundred million yuan. 

thinking of how she had stood alone on the street with a piece of jewelry worth hundreds of millions the 

day before, she felt a little scared! 



on the other hand, mu yichen who was sitting beside her was shocked. 

he raised his eyebrows, picked up a ruby necklace, and looked at it carefully. 

“i couldn’t tell that mother-in-law was so valuable.” 

luo chenxi blinked her eyes. she was even more confused when she thought about it. 

“but, that’s not right. ‘my mommy … i can’t tell that she’s so rich!’ didn’t i tell you? in the past, when i 

wanted to study abroad, my tuition fees were hundreds of thousands a year. in order to pay for my 

studies, my mommy had to work three jobs at the same time. she was so tired that she was hospitalized. 

if she had that much money, she could spend it for a lifetime just by selling a piece of jewelry!” 

mu yichen stared at the necklace in his hand as if he was deep in thought. 

“i think it’s understandable.” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. she turned around and looked at him. ” what do you mean? ” 

mu yichen thought for a moment and said,”i think there are only two possible reasons for mother-in-

law’s refusal to sell jewelry.” the first one … they probably don’t dare to sell it!” 

“you don’t dare to sell?” 

mu yichen nodded and gestured to luo chenxi to look at the necklace in his hand. 

“look at the craftsmanship of this necklace’s lining. it’s very exquisite. this is definitely not ordinary 

jewelry, but specially customized. this ruby’s color is so good, and it’s so big. if such specially made 

jewelry were to be sold at an auction, it would definitely attract the attention of the people who made 

this batch of jewelry.” 

“if mother-in-law was deliberately avoiding the jewelry’s original owner, then she would naturally not 

sell the jewelry. otherwise, i’ll definitely expose myself.” 

luo chenxi frowned upon hearing that. 

” you’re right, but my mommy isn’t the kind of person who’s immoral. she must have gotten these 

accessories through proper means. what reason does she have to be so careful and afraid of exposing 

herself? ” 

mu yichen did not refute her. instead, he brought up the second possibility. 

“there’s another possibility, and that is that he’s not willing to sell it! perhaps, these jewelries were very 

memorable to his mother-in-law. for example, it was a gift from someone important to her. aren’t you 

also unwilling to sell the jewelry i gave you?” 

luo chenxi blinked. ” who said that? it’s not like i haven’t sold it before.” 

 


